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About This Game

Svart Alfheim and the Accelerated World have begun to merge. In the midst of the chaos, Yui has gone missing. Kirito must
challenge the Seven Kings of pure color from the Accelerated World to gain access to her location. This version of the game

includes the DLC "Castaway From Another World".

RECRUIT YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTERS among a large roster from the anime and novel series.
TAKE THE SKIES using your flying abilities, deploy magic and sword skills to perform outstanding aerial strikes!

DEFY GRAVITY with hyper jumping skill, accelerate your movement before giving a Coup de Grace!
UNITE FOR THE FIGHT in fierce online multiplayer featuring multiple modes supporting up to 4 players.
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Title: Accel World VS. Sword Art Online Deluxe Edition
Genre: RPG
Developer:
ARTDINK CORPORATION
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1

Processor: Core i5-4460 3.2GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX970 4G

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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insert review here. This game is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all the cars sound the same exept one I
would rather drink bleach then play this game.. Spend the first 6 minutes throwing planks at my friend, laughing
my♥♥♥♥♥off.. money well spend. DOESNOT WORK. I'm telling you the premise of this game is awesome. Actual gameplay
not so much. I researced everything--that was a long process. When I finally got done researching I tried to develop different
products. For example I tried to create a cold vaccine after I set up a flu vaccine. The cold vaccine wouldn't take. Neither would
several other products, including silver rings--a not so hard a process. It wouldn't take either. The screen showed the cold
vaccine present, as well as the silver ring. It showed no inventory in the warehouse of either. Meanwhile my costs soared
because of all the employees I had. As much as I would love to recommend this game, I can't. The game is just broken.. I
haven't played a ton of Fake World, but it's a pretty dang fun VR game for the price. Mechanically, it's a spatial awareness
relient full surround shooter. The graphics are plain, but pleasing to the eye in VR. The throw-move system is interesting and a
unique way to handle 3D VR movement with full-surround shooting. If it's still cheap (I got it for $0.99) consider picking it up
for the novelty of the experience.
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All of my time with Stardrift Nomads was spent in the campaign rather than skirmish modes. I played with a friend, and I used
the Mechanic class, which seems to be geared towards building and repairing turrets and towers. For each class, you can choose
a passive and four active abilities. As your character levels up, you gain access to more options in each of these categories. The
game describes itself as a dual-stick shooter, but I leaned towards mouse\/keyboard instead of my controller because of the
precision that the game asked of you.

I had hoped that Stardrift Nomads would weave a tale of some sort, but all of the missions seemed to be the same wave defense,
against pirates and incoming asteroids. I can't confirm this, but it seems that perhaps you and your partner(s) are playing as
dogs? At the very least, dogs seem to be regularly communicating with you and providing you orders. There are bosses at the
end of some missions, and these require a bit more strategy, firepower, and timing with the abilities of your class. Certain types
of enemies, such as pirates who shoot what might be described as artillery and carriers that release mini-ships, require focus and
a change in strategy.

Despite the lack of a real story trajectory, I enjoyed most of my time with Stardrift Nomads. I loved using the magnet towers,
which can push asteroids away from your colony and lock enemies in place. Additionally, my abilities allowed me to drop
multiple temporary turrets that could provide much additional firepower in a pinch. Lastly, the game has a neat soundtrack that
actually reminded me of the Borderlands series of games.

We eventually stopped with perhaps three missions to go in the campaign, as we hit an enormous difficulty spike. We failed a
mission perhaps six times, using different loadouts and actually unlocking new abilities with the experience gained from our
attempts. There aren't any checkpoints to speak of (not that there necessarily should be), so each failure was a bit demoralizing.
It's possible that we could've aimed better, that we could've tried skill combinations we didn't think of, or even that the game
lacks balance with only two players. Either way, we weren't invested enough to keep plugging away.. Simple, fun point and click
puzzle game.

Definitely a unique style to the artwork and overall approach.

Finished in less than two hours.. NOTE: As with all my reviews im not saying dont buy the game, im just giving my opinion of
the game in its current state and how i feel about it after playing it as it is now.

Cant recommend this game due to constant crashing. Also and this is not a reason not to buy the game but it is rediculously hard
in some spots there are lots of things in the game that can one shot kill you at which the narrator constantly drones on when you
die the same three or four phrasese over and over then a loading screen.Then you may have to play through a large area again
with no checkpoint. After about the 900th time dieing this becomes a little maddening.

There is at least three different areas that the game crashes constantly ive came across so far that need to be patched. Which is
why i cant recommend the game at present. If this gets fixed even though its insanely hard id still recommend it because im sure
some people enjoy that sort of challenge. Apparently as ive gotten older i am NOT one of them lol.

 The game itself is not that bad and the artstyle looks really great the game is actually fun but theres some frustrating portions in
it. One is where if you die in this area where the ceiling is falling down on you, you have to watch a cutscene over each time
until you get through the area. Theres also quite a few other areas that its like the game is not that hard but it becomes hard
when youre having to play through a whole area again because theres not a checkpoint there. The story is pretty interesting, the
controls are decent, still not exactly "spot on" but theyre tight enough that you can do most of the jumps with no problems. The
main thing im talking about is when you go to jump in the air and trying to guide yourself back down to get coins etc it feels a
little wonky. Hard to explain like theyre almost too tight if that makes sense. I feel like there should be a little bit more of a dead
zone when in the air. I was playing this with a controller btw. Also theres skins in the game you pick up i had no idea how to
even apply or what they were for, i found no information on this.. The Philia after Story DLC is amazing.
I could not have ask for more, it is on point, you did amazing work here.. it's a shame you are selling this wonderfull work for
almost nothing.
Would love to buy you all a coffee.

I wished for an after story in my review of the main game and here it is.. thank you guys.. If you're looking for a good xcom
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style turn-based strategy game...

  dont buy this :/. Relaxing music and spatial thinking as you tie up 3D models of little wooden carvings.

Resist chanting "Oooooooooooooohm" as you sip your green tea and play. I dare you.. Game crashed on me after three rounds.

There are typographical errors, no mouseover effects on menu items, camera moves too quickly in windowed mode, no autosave
that I can tell after you successfully complete a night, and unclear tooltips in the prop menu.

This game needed more time to bake in the oven. It's a half-completed mess, especially in the visual department. Although the
character models are charming, they don't mesh properly with the environment designs. The font is rendered jaggedly in
windowed mode.

Something that personally irritated me in regards to the tree tileset is that they weren't transparent if something was behind
them, making it kind of difficult to see if there was someone to scare. Not sure if that was intentional or not, but I find it
misguided.

NOTE: If there are updates pending, I'll come back and check out the progress and revise this review as needed.
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